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INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge of the nucleotide sequence of deoxyribonucleic acid is of 
major importance for understanding many biological phenomena. In both 
unicellular and multicellular organisms, the DNA sequence determines the 
primary sequence of proteins and contains the information that regulates 
protein synthesis. It also controls its own replication as well as the 
division cycle of the cell. 
Until recently the intrinsic complexity of the DNA molecule has 
hindered investigators. Nevertheless, discoveries of base-specific endo-
nucleases, the use of DNA polymerase to produce short chains of definite 
sequences, and the refinement of methods for fractionation and analysis of 
oligonucleotides have helped overcome many major obstacles to analysis of 
DNA sequence. Even though these techniques themselves contain inherent 
difficulties, they have yielded a great deal of information concerning the 
sequence of polynucleotides. Many of these techniques derive from the 
method of nearest-neighbor analysis originally developed by Josse et al. 
(1961). More recently, Ziff e^ (1973) have been able to analyze a 
48-residue oligonucleotide fragment of DNA from 0X174 bacteriophage, while 
Jay et. al. (1974) have sequenced a 15 nucleotide residue of DNA from phage 
$80. Likewise, Gilbert and Maxam (1973) have determined the sequence of 
the operator of the lactose cistron. A discussion of these methods and 
investigations is presented by Romberg (1974). 
Other techniques have also provided useful information about base com­
position. Christiansen et (1975) studied the extent of compositional 
heterogeneity in mitochondrial DNA of yeast by electron microscopy of par-
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tlally denatured nucleotide regions, lîlaboratc fractionation of oligonu­
cleotides by column chromâtoj^r.iphy has also been used to study the intra­
molecular heterogeneity of the chromosome. Typical of such studies are 
those of Zadrazil £t (1972) and of Miyazawa and Thomas (1965) who, 
respectively, investigated the base heterogeneity of Bacillus subtills and 
of Escherichia coli. Hybridization experiments by McCarthy (1967), Britten 
and Kohne (1968), and Brenner and Falkow (1971) have successfully detected 
homologous sequences of DNA fragments. However, these foregoing techniques 
have the disadvantage of either being complex and difficult to perform or 
necessitating the use of radioactive labels. 
An extremely useful technique is equilibrium sedimentation of DNA in 
CsCl gradients (Meselson e_t al., 1957). Schildkraut e_t (1962) estab­
lished that under suitable conditions the buoyant density of DNA in concen­
trated CsCl is directly related to the overall base composition. However, 
because the band profile is dependent on both molecular weight and base 
composition, it is extremely difficult to resolve the internal distribution 
of nucleotides. 
When solutions of DNA are exposed to increases in temperature, they 
undergo a number of structural (conformational) changes which can be meas­
ured by ultraviolet spectrophotometry. Marmur and Doty (1959) first cor­
related the thermal transition curve with the base composition. In 1962, 
they experimentally determined that the temperature midpoint of the melting 
curve (Tm) increases linearly with respect to the guanine plus cytosine 
content of the DNA. Further mathematical treatments of the denaturation 
curves have been proposed by several investigators. This investigation 
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will center on two such treatments: spectral analysis and thermal transi­
tion analysis. 
The mathematical model for spectral analysis was developed by 
Felsenfeld and Hirschman (1965). Their analysis takes into account two 
potential contributions to helix stability and maintenance during thermal 
denaturation of DNÂ: 
(1) the different stabilities of adenine + thymine base pairs and 
guanine + cytosine base pairs 
(2) the physical and chemical interactions of base pairs along the 
helix. 
Details of the mathematical treatment are presented by Felsenfeld (1968), 
Felsenfeld and Hirschman (1965), Prouty (1970), and Votavova et al. (1968). 
Using spectral analysis, Hirschman et al. (1967) found considerable 
heterogeneity in the nucleotide distribution of the DNA of lambda bacterio­
phage, Falkow and Cowie (1968) expanded the investigation and showed that 
other enteric phages also possess compositional heterogeneity. Spectral 
analysis was used by Votavova ^  al. (1968) to study the intramolecular 
heterogeneity of DNA from calf thymus and several bacteria. 
Krieg and Lockhart (1970) presented another statistical analysis of 
the thermal denaturation curve which they called thermal transitional anal­
ysis. A number of parameters were measured: the mean denaturation temper­
ature, the midpoint of the curve, standard deviation, skewness, and 
kurtosis or peakedness. The rationale of the analysis is to treat the 
denaturation curve as a cumulative frequency distribution of denaturing 
fragments. A more complete discussion of the technique is presented by 
Krieg (1968) and Krieg and Lockhart (1970). 
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Krieg and Lockhart (1970) used thermal transition analysis to study 
the internal base composition of Salmonella. Escherichia, and Pseudomonas. 
Neville (1973) used the technique to characterize the DNA from several 
enteric bacteria. 
Although both spectral analysis and thermal transition analysis have 
been used to determine the overall base composition of DNA and to analyze 
its compositional heterogeneity, their application to resolving the intra­
molecular heterogeneity of bacterial DNA has been limited. Unlike DNA from 
bacteriophage, like lambda, and from eucaryotic organisms, the G + C con­
tent of fragments from a given bacterial MIA molecule is relatively narrow 
(Sueoka, 1961, 1962; Votavova et al., 1968; Carnevali and Leoni, 1972). 
Furthermore, the exact mechanisms of denaturation are unknown at the present 
time, which makes it impossible to use a thermal transition curve for con­
structing a map of the nucleotide composition along the chromosome. 
However, these problems may be circumvented by using methods analogous 
to doing a marker frequency analysis of the chromosome. This technique was 
developed by Yoshikawa and Sueoka (1963a,b) to map chromosomal markers in 
Bacillus subtilis. It is based on the differences in the average state of 
chromosomal replication at different bacterial growth rates and the differ­
ences in the relative frequency of genetic markers along the chromosome. 
The technique is made possible by the basic patterns of DNA replication. 
First, the replication of DNA starts at a unique point along the chromosome 
(Nagata, 1963; Yoshikawa and Sueoka, 1963a,b; Abe and Tomizawa, 1967; Berg 
and Caro, 1967; Helmstetter, 1968; Bird ejt al., 1972). Secondly, replica­
tion proceeds from the origin either unidirectionally or bidirectionally 
(Cairns, 1963; Schnos and Inman, 1970, 1971; Bird et^ al., 1972; Prescott 
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and Kuempel, 1972; Gyarasits and Wake, 1973; Wake, 1973). Thirdly, assum­
ing no substrate or energy limitations, the rate of DNÂ synthesis is con­
stant (Maal^e and Kjeldgaard, 1966; He1mstetter, 1967). Finally, multiple 
replication points or forks are produced in chromosomes of cells with gen­
eration times of less than 40 minutes because DNÂ synthesis is initiated 
before completion of the preceding round of replication (Oishi et al.. 
1964; Yoshikawa ejt , 1964; Clark, 1968; Helmstetter and Cooper, 1968; 
Yoshikawa and Haas, 1968; Caro, 1970). 
Thus, the ratio of the number of copies of genetic markers (and thus 
of the amount of DNÀ) near the origin to that near the terminus may be cor­
related with the number of replication forks along the chromosome. If the 
nucleotide distribution along the chromosome is not a random sequence, then 
the degree of compositional heterogeneity also should vary as the growth 
rate is varied. 
Prouty (1970) and Weiner (1970) employed these premises to ascertain 
the intramolecular heterogeneity of the E. coll chromosome. By analyzing 
spectral data from DM in several stages of replication, Weiner concluded 
that the G + C content increased from the origin of replication to the 
terminus. However, only a coarse map of the intramolecular heterogeneity 
was obtained because the spectral data depicted just the average chromosome 
configuration for each given set of cultural conditions. It seemed plausi­
ble that additional resolution might be attained by synchronizing growing 
cultures so that the DNAi from each cell would be approximately in the same 
stage of replication. 
In contrast to other methods, spore germination of B. subtills W23 in 
an enriched medium provides a simple and effective means of synchronizing 
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chromosome replication (Oishi et al_., 1964; O'Sullivan and Sueoka, 1967; 
Young and Wilson, 1973; Massie al., 1975; O'Sullivan £t al., 1975). 
Q. subtilis also possesses other important features. In the station­
ary phase, the chromosome of B. subtilis W23 is in a completed, nonreplica-
tive form (Sueoka and Yoshikawa, 1963; Oishi et al., 1964; Yoshikawa 
e^ al., 1964). Furthermore, the distribution of nucleotides along the 
chromosome is not random but shows a measurable heterogeneity (Saito and 
Masamune, 1964; O'Sullivan et al.. 1975; Pivec et al.. 1970; Takahashi and 
Ikeda, 1970; Yamagishi and Takahashi, 1971; Zadrazil e^ al,, 1972). 
The problem of determining the intramolecular heterogeneity of the 
B. subtilis chromosome is approached by using spectral techniques to char­
acterize the base composition at different degrees of replication and while 
the chromosome replication is synchronized. The rationale is that as the 
degree of replication is varied from a nonreplicative form to a multiple 
replicative configuration, the degree of compositional heterogeneity should 
also vary. In this respect, the purpose of this investigation is to exper­
imentally examine the feasibility of this approach and to evaluate the 
capacity of spectral analysis and of thermal transition analysis to resolve 
the internal base composition. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Culture Maintenance and Propagation 
Bacillus subtilis W23 was obtained from N. Sueoka, Department of Bio­
logical Sciences and Biology, Princeton University. Stock cultures were 
maintained on Schaeffer's sporulation agar slants (Yoshikawa, 1965) at 4 C. 
Brain Heart Infusion broth (BHI, Difco) was used to grow cells to exponen­
tial phase or stationary phase. BHI was also used as a medium for the ger­
mination of spores. 
Spore Preparation 
Purified spores were obtained by a method described by Zyskind (1968), 
Cultures were grown overnight on four trypticase soy agar slants (Baltimore 
Biological Company) at 37 C. Four Fernbach flasks, each containing 1 L of 
Schaeffer's sporulation broth, were inoculated with washed growth from a 
slant. The cultures were aerated at 37 C on a New Brunswick rotary plat­
form shaker at 220 rpm. After 5 days incubation, the cultures were centri-
fuged at 16,000 x g for 20 min at 4 C in a Sorvall RC-2 centrifuge and 
resuspended in 400 ml sterile deionized water. The mixture was refriger­
ated overnight at 4 C, then centrifuged as before and resuspended in 200 ml 
of sterile saline EDTA (0.15 M NaCl, 0.1 M ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid 
acid, pH 8.0) which contained 1 mg of lysozyme (3x crystalline, Nutrional 
Biochem. Corp.) per ml, and was then incubated for 1 h at 37 C. Spores 
were centrifuged and washed 4 times, each time in 400 ml of sterile deion­
ized water. The purified spores were resuspended in 20 ml. sterile deion­
ized water and stored at 4 C. The washed spore suspensions contained about 
12 1.2 X 10 spores. 
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Spore Germination 
Spores were germinated in 1 L of BHI medium in Fernbach flasks main­
tained at 37 C. A sufficient number of spores from the purified spore 
suspension was rapidly added to the medium to obtain an initial optical 
density between 0.8-1.0. The cultures were incubated at 37 C on a New 
Brunswick rotary platform shaker at 270 rpm. Changes in optical density 
were measured in a Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 20 spectrophotometer. 
Total and Viable Counts 
Total cell counts or total spore counts were obtained by use of a 
Petroff-Hauser counting chamber. Viable counts were obtained by making 
serial dilutions of the culture in saline and plating the appropriate dilu­
tions on trypticase soy agar. 
Preparation of Bacterial DNA 
DM was purified essentially by the Marmur (1961) procedure. The cell 
cultures were heat treated at 60 C for 10 min. According to Oishi e^ al. 
(1964), this initial treatment prevents any further replication of the 
chromosome. Cells were centrifuged and washed twice in saline EDTA. After 
the washed cells were resuspended in saline EDTA, lysozyme (1 mg/ml) was 
added, and the suspension was incubated for 1 h at 37 C. Sodium lauryl 
sulfate was then added to a 2% concentration, and the cell suspension was 
incubated for an additional 1 h. Sodium lauryl sulfate was then brought to 
4% concentration. To break down protein, sodium perchlorate was added to a 
final concentration of 1 M. The mixture was then heated for 15 min at 
65 C. The preparation was repeatedly deproteinized with a 24:1 mixture of 
chloroform;isoanyl alcohol, followed each time by precipitation of the DNA 
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with 2 volumes of 95% ethyl alcohol. During the second deproteinization, 
ribonuclease (Worthington) was added at a concentration of 50 jjig/ml. 
Although the Marmur procedure suggests the use of isopropanol for the final 
precipitation, ethanol was used instead. Deproteinization was complete 
when no precipitate formed between the aqueous layer and the chloroform-
isoamyl alcohol layer. Purified spooled DNA was stored at 4 C in 95% ethyl 
alcohol. 
Purity of the DNA' was determined by comparing spectral absorbance at 
260 nm and 280 nm and by the Lowry et al, (1951), Burton (1956), and 
orcinol methods (Schneider, 1957). Neither protein nor RNA was detected 
within the limits of sensitivity of these tests. It was concluded that 
protein and RNA contamination was less than 1%. 
Immediately prior to analysis, two to three spools of purified DNA 
were dissolved in approximately 10 ml of phosphate salt buffer (0.085 M 
KHgPO^, 0.0145 M KgHPO^, and 0.100 M NaCl in deionized water, pH 7.0). To 
remove any ethyl alcohol, the DNA solution was dialyzed for 48 h at 4 C 
against 4 changes of the same buffer at a 400:1 buffer to DNA solution 
ratio. The buffer was changed at 12 h intervals. 
Spectral Determination of DNA 
2.8 ml of the dialyzed DNA solutions were slowly pipetted into 10 mm 
matched, teflon-stoppered, silica cuvettes (Thomas). Spectral data as well 
as changes in temperature were measured with a Gilford Model 2000 multiple 
sample absorbance recorder connnected to a Beckman DU monochrometer. Tem­
perature within the cuvette chamber was regulated by circulating a solution 
of 25% ethylene glycol in water through dual thermospacers with a manually 
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controlled Haake Ultrathermostat. The hoses that conducted the solutions 
of ethylene glycol and water were insulated to minimize heat loss. 
Temperature was measured by a platinum thermosensor probe located 
under the cuvette chamber, and through a Gilford linear thermosensor it was 
recorded on an expanded scale of the Model 2000 recorder. Absorbance was 
read from both a calibrated Gilford Model 209 automatic absorbance meter 
and a Model 220 absorbance indicating photometer. 
DNA samples for spectral analysis were adjusted to a concentration of 
approximately 20 ^ g/ml (optical density 0.4 at 260 nm). Each thermal 
determination included 3 DNA samples and a solvent blank. 
An initial reading of the DNA samples was made at ambient temperature 
(usually about 25 C) at 260 and 280 nm, and the ratio of absorbance at 
260:280 nm was used to confirm sample purity. The temperature of the 
cuvette chamber was then quickly raised. At approximately 60 C, the 
cuvettes were removed from the chamber, opened to relieve pressure and to 
eliminate bubbles, and then replaced. The temperature was raised to 
approximately 3 C below the point at which denaturation was expected to 
occur. One hour was allowed for equilibration of the temperature within 
the cuvettes. The temperature was then raised in approximately 0.8 C 
increments; after each change, a minimum of 20 mln was allowed for the 
cuvettes to equilibrate. Repetitive readings of temperature and absorbance 
were made at each temperature interval to insure that equilibration had 
occurred. Measurements were taken at successively increased temperatures 
until no further increase in absorbance was seen. 
For spectral analysis, the absorbance after each temperature interval 
was measured for each of 15 wavelengths, 220 through 290 nm in 5 nm Incre-
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meats. For thermal transition analysis, only the absorbance at 260 nm was 
measured after each temperature increase. All absorbance values were cor­
rected for the thermal expansion of the solvent with respect to the ratio 
of the specific volume of water at each temperature measurement to its vol­
ume at 4 C. 
Characterization and Computation of Spectral Data 
Data obtained for thermal transition analysis were treated by the pro­
cedure described by Krleg (1968). The thermal transition curve of a solu­
tion of DM was treated as a cumulative frequency distribution of the 
denaturation of a population of individual DNA fragments which differed 
from one another In average base composition. The characteristics of the 
population distribution were then statistically estimated by comparing the 
sample distribution to a normal distribution and calculating the extent of 
deviation from normality. The medium denaturation temperature (Tm) was 
defined as the point at which one-half of the total change in absorbance 
has occurred. The overall base composition, expressed as the guanine plus 
cytoslne content, was then calculated by the equation, G + C = 2.44(Tm -
67.2). The temperature at which the average fragment denatured was 
expressed by mean T = Ef^t^/n where f^ was the frequency (i.e., the 
change in absorbance) recorded for the midpoint of each temperature inter­
val and n was the total change in absorbance Zf^. The standard devia­
tion (a) was derived from the positive square root of the variance. The 
2 2 2 
variance was given by [rEf^(t^) - Z(f^t^) ]/n . For each temperature 
Interval, a standard (Z) value was defined by the formula = (t^ -
mean T)/a. The standard value was used to calculate the third standard 
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moment (skewness) and the fourth standard moment (kurtosis or peakedness) 
by the respective equations: skewness = E(f^/n)(Z^) and kurtosis = 
Z(f\/n)(Z^)^. Finally the relative absorbance change (percent hyperchrom-
icity) was computed by the expression ((final O.D. - initial O.D.)/initial 
O.D.)(100). 
Data obtained for spectral analysis were analyzed by the procedure 
described by Prouty (1970) and Weiner (1970). The parameters and formulae 
were originally derived by Felsenfeld and Hirschman (1965), Hirschman and 
Felsenfeld (1966), and Felsenfeld (1968). The hyperchromic spectrum 
denotes the change in the absorbance spectrum resulting from the transition 
of the DM from a helical, double stranded configuration to a denatured, 
single stranded configuration (helix-^coil transition). The denatured 
spectrum is the absorbance spectrum of the DNA. only in the single stranded 
configuration. The parameters of the denatured spectrum were used to 
determine the overall G + C content and the molar concentration of the DNA 
in the sample. Measurements of the hyperchromic spectrum were used to 
determine the fraction of A-T and G-C pairs denaturing at each temperature 
interval. Both a two-term hyperchromic analysis (involving measurements at 
four wavelengths, 250, 260, 270, and 280 nm) and a three-term hyperchromic 
analysis (Involving 15 wavelengths, 220-290 nm in 5 nm increments) were 
calculated. Theoretically both treatments should yield similar results. 
All calculations were made with an IBM 360/65 computer, using programs 
devised by W. R. Lockhart (personal communication) and extensively revised 
by Neville (1973) and myself. Details of the computer program used to cal­
culate results of thermal transition analysis are presented in the Appen­
dix. 
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RESULTS 
A study was first made to determine which spectral technique would be 
more suitable for resolving the internal heterogeneity of the base composi­
tion. Data obtained from spectral analysis are typically presented as a 
plot of the fraction of all A-T pairs (f^^) versus the fraction of all G-C 
pairs (fgg) that denature at successive temperature intervals. Figure 1 
shows an plot for B. subtilis. The curve is a composite of four 
experiments calculated by three-term hyperchromic analysis (i.e., using 
data from 15 wavelengths between 220 and 290 nm), Both two-term (data from 
only 4 wavelengths) and three-term hyperchromic analysis of the data show 
similar plots. The lack of discrete linear regions suggests that the 
chromosome is probably composed of a large number of relatively small het­
erogeneous regions which differ only slightly in their individual base com­
positions . 
Prouty (1970), faced with a similar situation with DNA from enteric 
bacteria, proposed an additional calculation that might resolve minor dif­
ferences in G + C content among denaturing fragments. For each temperature 
interval during the thermal denaturation, he computed the fraction of total 
DNA denaturing and the mean G + C content of that fraction. The fractions 
of denaturing DNA within a 3% range were totaled. Histograms were used to 
show the mean fraction of total DNA versus the mean molar percent guanine 
plus cytosine of each fraction. The data depicted in Fig. 1 as a fraction 
distribution were used to construct the histograms shown in Fig. 2. A 
question arises concerning the reproducibility of the analysis. The per­
centage of total DNA contained in each 3% fraction may be computed from the 
Fig. 1. Fraction distribution plot of all adenine-thymine (f^^) and 
guanine-cytosine (fgc) pairs denatured at successive stages in the 
thermal transition of DNA. Values are shown for 4 samples calcu­
lated by three-term hyperchromic spectral analysis 
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Fig. 2. Summary distribution of fractions of total DM from 6 samples 
according to their mean G + C content as determined by spectral 
analysis. Data were calculated at successive 3% intervals, the 
first having a mean G + C content of 30%. Separate averages of 
two-term (2) and three-term (3) analyses are indicated by hash 
marks. Shaded areas represent the differences between the two 
analyses 
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results obtained from either a three-term or two-term hyperchromia anal­
ysis. The assumption was made that both types of analysis would yield sim­
ilar results from replicate experiments, as was the casé for 
The shaded areas and the numbers above each peak show the differences 
between the mean percentage of total DNA in each fraction as computed by a 
three-term and by a two-term analysis. 
It is evident that these data treatments do not yield similar results 
when plotted in this manner. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, computing the data 
at different G + C intervals does not narrow the differences between the 
two treatments. Furthermore, these means were derived from individual 
experiments that showed large variations even when the samples were from 
the same denaturation determination. The same conclusions were reached by 
Neville (1973), who analyzed data obtained from DNA of E. coli by this 
technique and determined that it was not possible to analyze compositional 
heterogeneity of DNA with greater precision than that obtained in fj^ip-GC 
plots. 
Measurement of the absorbance change is most sensitive at 260 nm; 
thus, increased reproducibility should be obtained by constructing profiles 
from data obtained only at this wavelength. The histograms shown in Fig. 5 
represent data from 10 different experiments. The numbers above each peak 
indicate the standard error of the peak. Regardless of which 3% intervals 
are chosen, the standard error of many fractions is more than 20% of the 
peak itself. Expanding the interval size results in decreasing the stan­
dard errors but at the expense of the limits of sensitivity. Conversely, 
reducing the interval size magnifies the standard errors. Although this 
analytical technique initially appeared to produce characteristic profiles 
Fig. 3. Summary distribution of fractions of total DNA from 6 samples 
according to their mean G + C content as determined by spectral 
analysis. Data are the same as shown in Fig. 2 except that the 
first of these 3% intervals had a mean G + C content of 31%. Sep­
arate averages of two-term (2) and three-term (3) analyses are 
indicated by hash marks. Shaded areas represent the differences 
between the two analyses 
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Fig. 4. Summary distribution of fractions of total DNA from 6 samples 
according to their mean G + C content as determined by spectral 
analysis. Data are the same as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 except that 
the first of these 3% intervals had a mean G + C content of 32%. 
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indicated by hash marks. Shaded areas represent the differences 
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mined by thermal transition analysis at different initial 3% 
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of the nucleotide distribution, it must be concluded from these results and 
from those of Neville (personal communication) that the variation between 
individual samples is in fact too large to yield reproducible results. 
DNA from stationary phase cells was next analyzed by thermal transi­
tion analysis. Table 1 shows a summary of results obtained with 26 samples 
of DNA from stationary phase cells. The results represent duplicate sam­
ples for each of 13 different thermal determinations. A proportionately 
large standard, error is associated with the skewness values, but the stan­
dard errors of the other statistics are very low. It should be noted that 
both the mean denaturation temperature and the median temperature of dena-
turation have the same extent of sample to sample variation. Therefore, in 
this case either the mean or the median may be used to compute the overall 
base ratios. These values are similar to those reported by Neville (1973), 
confirming that variation between samples is probably due to inherent vari­
ation between fragments of DNA or due to limitations of the spectrophoto­
meter. From numerous analyses, it has been found that the greatest vari­
ability occurs between samples from different thermal determinations rather 
than between replicate samples included in a single thermal determination. 
Thus, the most representative statistics for a given species of DNA may be 
obtained by averaging results obtained with samples from at least three 
separate thermal determinations. 
A comparison was made of the thermal denaturation characteristics of 
DNA obtained from cells grown under given sets of cultural conditions. To 
obtain synchronized chromosome replication, washed spores were germinated 
in BHI medium. Figure 6 shows the change in absorbance during germination 
and outgrowth. Immediately after inoculation, a sharp decrease in optical 
Table I. Summary cViaracteristies of 26 thermal transition curves at 260 nm 
for DNA purified from stationary phase cells of subtills W23 
Denaturation Percent 
temperature hyper-
Mean Median Percent Standard chromic 
C C G + C deviation Skewness KurCosis change 
Average 85.59 85.81 45.40 2.53 -0.51 3.57 40.03 
Standard 
error 0.09 0.11 0.27 0.11 0.11 0.30 2.39 
density was observed. Loss of spore retractility was observed with a phase 
contrast microscope. After 30 minutes, the optical density began to 
increase; by approximately 85 min, cells were dividing exponentially at a 
rate of 1.7-2.0 generations per hour. When a doubling of optical density 
was noted from the point of least absorbance, the culture flask was 
immersed in a 60 C water bath for 10 min. DNA was then isolated from the 
heat treated culture. Theoretically, the DNA, in the majority of the 
cells, should contain two replication forks (Sueoka and Yoshikawa, 1965: 
Helmstetter and Cooper, 1968; Sueoka, 1971). Changes in DNA concentration 
during germination and outgrowth were measured by Burton's diphenylamine 
assay (1956). Samples of the culture were first precipitated with cold 5% 
trichloroacetic acid (TCA) then extracted with hot TCA. The initial DNA 
increase occurred at about the same time as did the initial increase in 
optical density of the culture. Within 45 min, DNA synthesis was proceed­
ing at an exponential rate. Although these results agree with those pre­
sented by Woese and Forro (1960) and by Yoshikawa et, al. (1964), the data 
were not sufficient to establish the degree of synchrony. However, it soon 
Fig. 6. Absorbance changes during germination and outgrowth of spores of 
Bacillus subtilis W23 aerated in BHI medium at 37 C 
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became obvious from the results of the thermal transition analysis that 
knowledge of the extent of synchrony would not be useful in interpreting 
the data. 
DNA was also isolated from cultures growing exponentially at 2.5 gen­
erations per h. Although in these cells DNA replication was not synchro­
nized, faster growth rates were achieved, and larger average numbers of 
replication points should have resulted. 
The results of these experiments are shown in Table 2. The different 
culture conditions caused no significant differences in the mean or median 
denaturation temperature, standard deviation, skewness, or kurtosis. Dif­
ferences between these values are less than the standard error shown in 
Table 1. However, there are dissimilarities in the amount of hyperchromic 
change. Denaturation of samples of helical DNA ordinarily can be expected 
to produce about a 40% increase in absorbancy, as was the case with DNA 
from cells in stationary phase. Thus, the 30% hyperchromicity of DNA from 
cells grown from "synchronously" germinated spores actually represents a 
decrease of one-fourth in the total amount of DKA being denatured over the 
temperature range indicated. The difference in hyperchromic change between 
DNA obtained from stationary phase cells and that obtained from cells in 
exponential growth represents about a third of the total amount of DNA 
being denatured. 
In an attempt to understand the cause of these differences, the tem­
perature range over which denaturation occurs was examined. Figure 7 shows 
the thermal denaturation patterns of representative samples of DNA obtained 
from cells in different growth systems. To minimize variability due to 
experimental error, these samples were included in a single thermal deter-
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Tabic 2. Summary characteristics for thermal transition curves at 260 nm 
of DNA isolated from B. subtilis W23 
Denaturation Stan- Percent 
No temperature dard hyper-
of Mean Median devi- Skew- Kur- chromic 
Culture conditions samples C C ation ness tosis change 
Stationary phase 19 85 .56 85.78 2.52 -0.52 3.63 40.14 
"Synchronous" culture^ 6 85 .39 85.66 2.66 -0.66 3.86 30.22 
Exponential phase 4 85 .64 85.98 2.76 -0.68 3.57 26.62 
^Germinating spore suspension. 
mination. It is evident that replicating DNA, undergoes denaturation over a 
much broader temperature range than nonreplicating DNA. 
Table 3 illustrates the result obtained when absorbance values over a 
wider temperature range were included in the thermal transition analysis of 
stationary phase DNA. No significant change was observed in values 
obtained for either the median denaturation temperature or the percent 
hyperchromic change. Thus, essentially all the DNA in these samples was 
being denatured within a rather narrow temperature range of about 8 C above 
or below the median; however, the values for the mean temperature of dena­
turation, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis are now substantially 
different. It appears that the values of these statistics are subject to 
artifactual variation, depending on the temperature range over which 
absorbance values were recorded. 
A comparison of characteristics for DNA collected under various cul­
ture conditions is shown in Table 4. "Premelting" (denaturation occurring 
Fig. 7. Comparison of thermal denaturation curves of DMA extracted from 
stationary phase cells (•), log phase cells (o), and "synchro­
nized" cells (û) of Bacillus subtilis W23 
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Table 3. Summary characteristics of 13 thermal transition curves at 260 nm 
for DMA purified from stationary phase cells of B. subtilis W23 
Denaturation Percent 
temperature Standard hyper-
Temperature Mean Median Percent devi- chromic 
range °C °C G + C ation Skewness Kurtosis change 
77 C - 93 C 85.60 85.81 45.41 2.51 -0.47 3.45 39.97 
25 C - 93 C 84.52 85.72 45.20 6.16 -3.67 21.08 41.75 
Table 4. Summary characteristics for expanded^ thermal transition curves 
at 260 nm for DNA isolated from B. subtilis W23 
Denaturation Stan- Percent 
No temperature dard hyper-
of Mean Median devi- Skew- Kur- chromic 
Culture conditions samples °C °C ation ness tosis change 
Stationary phase 13 84. 52 85. 72 6.16 -3.67 21.08 41.75 
"Synchronous culture"^ 6 81. 21 85. 27 11.45 -2.25 6.83 35.62 
Exponential phase 4 80. 02 85. 32 13.51 -2.20 7.01 34.43 
^The data were computed over an expanded temperature range between 25-
93 C. 
b 
Germinating spore suspension. 
below 77 C) of DNA, isolated from actively growing cells is reflected in 
lower mean denaturation temperatures and increased standard deviations. 
Premelting DNA from "synchronously" replicating cells accounts for 15% of 
Che total DNA denatured. From logarithmically growing cells, it accounts 
for 23%. In each case, furthermore, the total hyperchromic change still is 
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less than 40%, indicating that some DNA may already have been denatured at 
25 C. 
In summation, it appears that both spectral analysis and thermal tran­
sition analysis are markedly limited in their ability to resolve the inter­
nal base composition of DNA. The median denaturation temperature (Tm), 
long used for estimating overall base composition, is confirmed to be the 
most stable characteristic of the thermal denaturation curve. Neverthe­
less, it is apparent that a significant portion of DNA obtained from 
actively growing cells denatures at temperatures well below the Tm, thereby 
yielding misleading data about its base composition. 
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DISCUSSION 
DNA in its native state is in a double helical configuration. When 
the DNA is heated under suitable conditions, the hydrogen bonds between the 
complimentary nucleotides are broken. The two strands separate and the 
molecule undergoes a helix*coil transition. The stability of the helix is 
a direct function of the number of triple-hydrogen-bonded guanine-cytosine 
pairs. The larger the mole fraction of G-C pairs, the higher is the mean 
denaturation temperature for a given DNA molecule. 
However, the width of the melting curve (i.e., the temperature range 
over which the complete thermal transition occurs) depends on other factors 
as well. Among these are solvent interactions, "stacking interactions" 
between neighboring bases and electrostatic forces due to charges on the 
phosphate groups (Felsenfeld and Miles, 1967). 
Another contributing factor is the molecular weight of the DNA frag­
ments being analyzed. When DNA molecules have been sheared into pieces 
having molecular weight in the range of 1 to 25 x 10^ daltons, the width of 
the thermal denaturation curve is nearly independent of the size of the DNA 
fragments (De Ley, 1969). Crothers e_t (1965) have found that with 
larger fragments having molecular weights of 130 x 10^, the width of the 
thermal denaturation curve narrows by approximately 20%. Conversely, the 
curve is wider if the size of the DNA fragments is less than 1 x 10^ dal­
tons (Miyazawa and Thomas, 1965). Crothers et_ al. (1965) have theorized 
that the width is greater at low molecular weights because unpairing at the 
ends of the DNA fragments destabilizes the helical configuration. Thus, 
reproducible analysis of the thermal transition curves necessitates con­
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trolling external factors such as the degree of contamination, the cation 
concentration, and the molecular weight of the IMA. 
Because the exact mechanisms of denaturatlon are not known, it is 
impossible to directly transform a thermal denaturation curve into a map of 
the nucleotide composition along the chromosome. Furthermore, as Felsenfeld 
and Miles (1967) have stated, many theoretical studies of thermal denatura­
tion suffer from a form of reverse vitalism. Calculations of polynucleo­
tide properties are attempted which have not been completely successful 
with simpler molecules, then they are expanded to explain denaturation of 
the DNÂ molecule, as though a special physical simplicity is conferred on a 
molecule by its biological activity. 
The technique of spectral analysis was used by Hirschman e_t al. 
(1967), Falkow and Cowie (1968), and Votavova £t al. (1968) to study intra­
molecular heterogeneity in the base composition of enteric bacteriophage 
and of some bacteria. Analysis of such data by a fractional distribution 
plot is limited by the insensitivity of the method. It has proved useful 
only in analyzing DNA (such as that from some phages) which contains long 
discrete regions of different nucleotide compositions. It was not surpris­
ing to find that the fractional distribution plot failed to reveal any 
large heterogeneous regions in the DNA of Bacillus subtilis. 
Using the values computed by spectral analysis, Prouty (1970) and 
Weiner (1970) did additional calculations to convert the data into distri­
butional profiles. However, Neville (1973) concluded from his investiga­
tions with DNA from Escherichia coli that distributional profiles do not 
yield reproducible values and may indeed be no more than artifacts. I have 
reached a similar conclusion. The thermal denaturation curve is a cumula­
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tive response curve, in which increase in absorbance is dependent upon tem­
perature. Â serious error is committed by artificially clustering the data 
into discrete temperature intervals. This error is further compounded by 
the fact that no two thermal denaturations include data recorded at pre­
cisely the same temperature intervals. Thus, in one sample increased 
absorbance caused by the melting of a given type of DNA fragments may be 
included in a single interval, whereas in another sample the change in 
absorbance may be divided between two successive intervals. Furthermore, 
Ulitzer (1972) has suggested that Felsenfeld and Hirschman derived their . 
equations from impure samples, so it seems that spectral analysis at best 
is a rather questionable analytical technique. 
The technique of thermal transition analysis was used by Krieg and 
Lockhart (1970) and Neville (1973) to determine the thermal denaturation 
characteristics of DNA. from various microorganisms under specific sets of 
conditions. The rationale for the technique is to treat the melting curve 
as a cumulative frequency distribution of a population of DNA fragments, 
each of which has an individual nucleotide composition. Thus, in addition 
to the median and mean denaturation temperatures (which have been used by 
numerous investigators to calculate the overall base composition), they 
computed three other statistical values for each melting curve. These 
were: (1) The standard deviation, a measure of the compositional distribu­
tion around the mean of the individual DNA fragments, which is presumed to 
reflect the nucleotide heterogeneity of the DNA. (2) The kurtosis, or 
peakedness, of the distribution. The sharper the slope of the denaturation 
curve, the greater is the value for kurtosis, and, presumably, the greater 
is the homology of nucleotide composition of the DNA fragments. (3) The 
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skewness of the transition curve. A symmetrical distribution would yield a 
value of zero for skewness, but thermal denaturation curves are not symmet­
rical. Typically they have a negative skewness, i.e., the distribution is 
broadest toward lower melting temperatures. 
Several explanations have been proposed to account for the character­
istic skewness of the thermal transition curve. Some investigators theo­
rize that adenine-thymine regions may be more easily fragmented during DNA 
preparation. The low molecular weight fragments would broaden the denatur­
ation curve. However, Stewart (1969) found that fragmentation during puri­
fication of DNA from B_. subtilis by the Marmur procedure occurs at random 
rather than at unique break points. 
Felsenfeld and Sandeen (1962) feel that the skewness is being caused 
by a difference in hyperchromicity between A-T pairs and G-C pairs. Con­
versely, Crothers (1968) and De Ley (1969) feel that the asymmetry is due 
to the presence of A-T rich regions within the nucleotide distribution. A 
Gaussian distribution of the denaturation curve would reflect a purely ran­
dom sequence of nucleotide bases. Falkow and Cowie (1968), however, have 
reported that DNA from a number of temperate bacteriophages contains dis­
crete regions differing in their guanine-cytosine content. Lazurkin et al. 
(1970) feel that to some degree this heterogeneity, called block hetero­
geneity, is a common phenomenon in DNA. 
Earlier workers (Krieg and Lockhart, 1970; Neville, 1973) had con­
cluded that the quantitative values for skewness and for the other statis­
tics of melting curves were characteristic and distinctive for DNA from any 
given organism. However, a serious shortcoming of the technique was 
revealed during my investigation when it became necessary to study thermal 
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transitions over extended temperature ranges. DNA, from cells in stationary 
phase usually is analyzed only within the rather narrow temperature range 
over which complete denaturation occurs. But the statistics of a thermal 
transition are dramatically different when computed from data gathered over 
a much broader range. Even though little or no absorbance change was 
recorded over the added portion of the temperature range, the computed mean 
denaturation temperature decreased by 1%, the standard deviation increased 
by 145%, and the skewness and kurtosis both increased by over 500%. Only 
the median denaturation temperature remained independent of the artifactual 
change produced by simply altering the temperature range. 
Therefore, when comparing DNA samples by thermal transition analysis, 
it is important to compute the characteristics of all denaturation curves 
within nearly identical temperature ranges. If the characteristics of DNA 
samples are computed using temperature ranges that differ by more than a 
few degrees, the computed values may be significantly different. This 
necessitates doing a larger number of replicate thermal determinations to 
accurately determine the dimensions of the transition curve for DNA from 
each source. 
Initially, however, it had been expected that results from thermal 
transition analysis would be acceptably precise and that Bacillus subtilis 
would be an ideal organism for study of intramolecular heterogeneity in 
bacterial chromosomes. Sueoka and Yoshikawa (1963) and Yoshikawa and 
Sueoka (1963a) had found by marker frequency analysis that the chromosome 
replication in B. subtilis proceeds sequentially from a fixed origin to a 
fixed terminus. In a subsequent study, Yoshikawa £t (1964) reported 
that in B. subtilis W23 the chromosome in the stationary phase of growth is 
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in the completed form. Gishi ejt al. (1964) observed that when spores are 
germinated in a suitable medium, DNA replication is initiated in a sequen­
tial and synchronous manner. When spore germination takes place in an 
enriched medium, dichotomous or multiforked replication occurs, as is found 
in exponential cultures in the same medium. Since Zadrazil £t (1972) 
had concluded that the mean G + C content of the B. subtilis chromosome 
decreases from the adenine 16 to the methionine B genetic loci, it appeared 
that the multiforked ends of synchronously replicating chromosomes would 
have a base composition detectably different from that of the terminal 
ends. 
Recent studies of the mode of replication of B^. subtilis created unex­
pected problems in relating values from the thermal denaturation of DNA 
molecules to their replication configuration. Based on data from autoradi­
ographic studies, Gyarasits and Wake (1973) and Wake (1973) concluded that 
chromosome replication in B. subtilis proceeds in a bidirectional manner 
over 50% of the genome. Bidirectional replication was also proposed inde­
pendently (Lepesant al., 1972) to reconcile conflicting results obtained 
by transduction and density transfer in determining positions of genetic 
loci. Hara and Yoshikawa (1973), while agreeing that the mode of replica­
tion is bidirectional, favor bidirectional replication over a limited 
region close to the origin. Based on recent autoradiographic studies by 
Wake (1973) and density transfer analysis by Harford (1975), it appears 
that a fully bidirectional mode of replication occurs. . In any event, 
uncertainty as to the state of replication of any given sample of DNA from 
B. subtilis is complicated by the fact that thermal transition analysis can­
not be depended upon to yield reliable results under certain conditions. 
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It appears that as long as the DNA is in the nonreplicative form, one 
might obtain characteristic values. On the other hand, DNA purified from 
replicating cells of B. subtilis is subject to premature melting, i.e., 
denaturation of a portion of the DNA at temperatures below 77 C. Because 
the increase in absorbance at these low temperatures occurs very slowly 
over a wide temperature range, it is difficult to quantitate the premelting 
transitions. Considerable error may be introduced by spectrophotometric 
insensitivity. One can determine accurately only the total percent absorb­
ance change, and it becomes impossible to ascertain the characteristics of 
such DNA by thermal transition analysis. It is interesting to note that, 
when the characteristics of that portion of replicating DNA which melts at 
temperatures between 77 C and 93 C are compared to those of stationary 
phase DNA, no significant differences are seen in the statistical values. 
Thus, since the portion of replicating DNA which survives premelting does 
not differ greatly in G + C content from presumably "intact" stationary 
phase DNA, it appears that the portion lost to premelting cannot have an 
appreciably different base content. 
One may then speculate on the cause of the premelting phenomenon 
observed in replicating DNA. It is very possible that the replication 
points are weak points on the genome. During the purification of the DNA, 
these points could result in single-stranded breaks or frayed ends. The 
points of replication may also be weak enough to cause excessive fragmenta­
tion of the DNA. Whichever is the case, the results obtained from repli­
cating DNA are similar to those obtained when DNA of low molecular weight 
is analyzed. Krieg (1968) and Record al_. (1975) found that a substan­
tial broadening of the transition curve and a decrease of the mean melting 
temperature results from decreasing molecular weight. A decrease in the 
hyperchromicity was observed as well. Based on Raman spectroscopy, Erfurth 
and Peticolas (1975) have proposed that premelting is primarily due to dis­
ruptions of vertical base stacking interactions. 
It would be rather difficult and time consuming to determine experi­
mentally the cause of the premelting phenomenon observed with replicating 
DNÂ. One would probably first separate the DNA undergoing premelting from 
the remaining DNA fragments. Zadrazil ejt a^. (1972) have successfully used 
a methylated kieselguhr column to fractionate DNA with respect to molecular 
weight and base composition. Once these fractions are separated, it should 
then be possible to study the physical, chemical, and compositional hetero­
geneity of the premelting fractions. 
However, it is doubtful that such an investigation would prove inform­
ative. Since the resolution of thermal transition analysis is limited and 
may provide only hints as to the internal heterogeneity of the chromosome, 
the question of the cause of the premelting phenomenon becomes academic. 
It is unlikely that investigation of premelting would lead to a more quan­
titative analysis of the thermal transition. On the other hand, premelting 
does reflect the fact that replicating DNA differs in some respects from 
that isolated from nonreplicating cells. If this difference is caused by 
some unique structural or functional aspect of the DNA, further investiga­
tion into the premelting phenomenon could prove rewarding. 
In retrospect, spectral analysis is a questionable technique based on 
complex and highly suspect equations, and thermal transition analysis has 
provided only slightly more information concerning the base composition 
than was already known from computing the G + C content alone. The limited 
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information obtainable by either technique does not appear to justify the 
laborious efforts involved, and neither can be recommended as a means of 
extending our knowledge of DNÂ composition. 
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APPENDIX 
A Fortran program is used to calculate results of thermal transition 
analysis. However, before presenting the computer program, some general 
comments should be made about the input data, comprising the following 
information. First there are cards containing corrections for thermal 
expansion of the solvent with respect to the ratio of the specific volume 
of water at each temperature measurement to its volume at 4 C. Second is a 
card identifying the solvent used and specifying the equation by which the 
overall G + C content is to be calculated. Third is an "option card" con­
taining the variables named NOSUM, NOSPAC, and NOTEMP, This card specifies 
which calculations are to be made, the output format, and the limits of the 
temperature range. Next are the input data for each sample in the summary, 
consisting of a sample identification number, the total absorbance change 
observed for each rise in temperature, the corresponding temperature at 
which each observation was made, and the total number of observations. 
Finally, there is a control card to check instructions, to either exit from 
the program or return to begin a summary of a new series of samples. 
The following is a listing of the Fortran program, as used in the IBM 
360/65 computer system at Iowa State University: 
Thermal transition of DNA version G (expanded), 
DSN-WRL-MEN Fortran IV IBM 360 
Define data storage area 
DIMENSION T(IOO),R(19),TEMP(50),0D(50),COD(50),F(50),FRAC(50), 
1GCFRAC(50),Z(50) ,ID(60),HYPER<60),TMEAN(60),STDEV(60),SM3(60), 
2SM4(60),GCT0T(60),TM(60),SOLVT(60),P(50),DIF(50),D(60) 
Read corrections for thermal expansion and read output instructions 
READ(5,100) (T(I),1=20,100) 
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100 FORMAT (L1F7.5) 
READ (5,400) SOLFAC, (SOLVT(I),1=1,12) 
400 FORMAT (F9.5,12A4) 
700 READ (5,850) NOSUM,NOSPAC,NOTEMP 
850 FORMAT (313) 
IF(NOSUM.EQ.O) GO TO 1013 
Read output instructions 
Initialize sample count and write output captions 
N = 0 
WRITE (6,109) (S0LVT(I),I=1,12) 
109 FORMAT ('l','DNA CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON THERMAL TRANSITION AT', 
1' 260 NM IN ',12A4/'0SUMMARY OF THE FOLLOWING DETERMINATIONS'/) 
IF (NOTEMP.GT.O) WRITE (6,1500) 
1500 FORMAT ('+',T75,'DATA ADJUSTED TO LOWER LIMIT OF 77.0') 
NUTS=0 
IF (NOSUM.GT.O) WRITE (8,150) (SOLVT(I),1=1,12) 
150 FORMAT ('1','DNA CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON THERMAL TRANSITIONS', 
1 • AT 260 NM IN ',12A4/) 
Increment sample count and seek sample ID number 
If number found, continue computation 
If -1 found, summarize data and begin new series 
If 0 found, summarize data and exit from program 
1 N=N+1 
READ (5,101) ID(N), (R(I), 1=1,19) 
101 FORMAT (13,1X,19A4) 
IF (ID(N)) 2,2,3 
Continue computation for single sample 
Read list of temperatures 
3 READ (5,104) NO, (TEMP(l), 1=1,NO) 
104 FORMAT (13X,I2,(T16,13F5.1)) 
Read wavelength, read OD values for each temperature 
READ (5,105) LAMBDA, (OD(I), 1=1,NO) 
105 FORMAT (4X,I3,(T15,11F6.3)) 
Write sample ID 
1002 IF (NOSPAC) 1010,1011,1010 
1010 WRITE (6,103) ID(N),(R(I), 1=1,19),0D(1) 
103 FORMAT (1X,I3,1X,19A4,' INITIAL O.D. =',F6.3) 
GO TO 12 
1011 WRITE (6,106) ID(N),(R(I), 1=1,19),0D(1) 
106 FORMAT (/1X,I3,1X,19A4,' INITIAL O.D. =',F6.3) 
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Omit if wrong wavelength is specified for this sample 
12 IF (LAMBDA - 260) 11,800,11 
11 WRITE (6,108) ID(N) 
108 FORMAT (' INCORRECT WAVELENGTH RECORDED FOR SAMPLE ',13,' - THIS', 
1' SAMPLE OMITTED FROM SUMMARY'/) 
N=N-1 
GO TO 1 
Adjust temperature scale if required 
Find and apply corrections for thermal expansion 
800 IF (NOTEMP.EQ.O) GO TO 21 
NAT=0 
DO 18 1=1,NO 
IF (TEMP(I).GT.77.0) GO TO 19 
TEMP(I)=77.0 
NAT=NAT+1 
18 CONTINUE 
19 IF (NAT.EQ.O) GO TO 21 
DO 20 1=1,NAT 
OD(I)=OD(NAT) 
20 CONTINUE 
21 DO 4 1=1,NO 
K=TEMP(I)+0.5 
4 COD(I)=OD(I)*T(K) 
Compute total OD increase and percent hyperchromicity 
Determine TM 
TOTOD=COD(NO)-COD(l) 
HYPER(N)=TOTOD/COD(1)*100, 
ODBi = TOTOD/2. 4- COD(l) 
DO 902 1=2,NO 
IF (COD(I) - ODTM) 902,901,900 
900 ODM = COD(I) - ODTM 
ODT = COD(I) - COD(I-l) 
TM(N) = TEMP(I)-(TEMP(I)-TEMP(I-1))'-0DM/0DT 
GO TO 903 
901 TM(N) = TEMP(I) 
GO TO 903 
902 CONTINUE 
Compute percent absorbance change for each temperature interval 
Set any negative or zero value to a negligible positive value 
903 DO 7 1=2,NO 
F(I)=C0D(I)-C0D(1-1) 
IF (F(I)) 6,6,7 
6 F(I)=0.00001 
7 FRAC(I)=F(I)/TOTOD*100. 
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FRAC(1)=0.0 
Find midpoint of temperature intervals and compute sum and sum of 
Squares for the distribution of absorbance increase against the 
Temperature increase. Also compute mean temperature, 
SUMF=0. 
SUMFT=0. 
SUMFT2=0. 
DO 8 1=2,NO 
TE = TEMP(I) - (TEMP(I)-TEMP(I-l))/2. 
SUMF=SUMF + F(I) 
SUMFT=SUMFT+F Ù) *TE 
8 SUMFT2=SUMFT2 + F(I)*TE**2 
TMEAN(N) = SUMFT/SUMF 
Compute characteristics of thermal transition 
VAR=(SUMF*SUMFT2-SUMFT*SUMFT)/SUMF**2 
STDEV(N)=SQRT(VAR) 
Compute Z-value corresponding to mid-point of each temp interval 
DO 9 1=2,NO 
TE = TEMP(I) - (TEMP(I)-TEMP(I-1))/2. 
9 Z(I) = (TE-TMEAN(N))/STDEV(N) 
Compute 3rd and 4th standard moments of the thermal transition 
SM3(N)=0. 
SM4(N)=0. 
DO 10 1=2,NO 
PROD = F(i)/SUMF*Z(I)**3 
SM3(N)=SM3(N)+PROD 
10 SM4(N)=SM4(N) + PROD*Z(I) 
Compute overall G+C content for this sample 
GCT0T(N)=2.44*(TM(N) - SOLFAC) 
If (NOSUM.GT.O) compute values for each sample 
IF (NOSUM.LT.l) GO TO 1 
OD is not corrected for thermal expansion 
Compute total OD increase and percent hyperchromicity 
Determine TMl 
TOTOD1=OD(NO)-OD(1) 
HYPER1=T0T0D1/OD(1)*100. 
0DTM1=T0T0D1/2.+0D(1) 
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D0805 1=2,NO 
1F(OD(I)-OOTM1) 805,804,803 
803 0DM1=0D(I)-ODTMl 
0DT1=0D(I)-0D(I-1) 
TMl = TEMP(I)-(TEMP(I)-TEMP(I-L))*0DM1/0DT1 
GO TO 806 
804 TMl='fEMP(I) 
GO TO 806 
805 CONTINUE 
OD is not corrected for thermal expansion 
Compute percent absorbance change for each temperature interval 
Set any negative or zero value to a negligible value 
806 DO 13 1=2,NO 
D(I)=0D(I)-0D(I-1) 
IF (D(I).GT.O.O) GO TO 13 
D(I)=0.00001 
13 DIF(l)=D(I)/TOT0Dl*100, 
DIF(1)=0.0 
OD is not corrected for thermal expansion 
Find midpoint of temperature intervals and compute sum and sum of 
Squares for the distribution of absorbance increase against the 
Temperature increase. Also compute the temperature mean. 
SUMF1=0 
SUMFT1=0 
DO 14 1=2,NO 
TE = TEMP(I) - (TEMP(I)-TEMP(I-l))/2. 
SUMF1=SUMF1+D(I) 
14 SUMFT1=SUMFTH-D(I)*TE 
TMEAN1=SIIMFT1/SUMFl 
Compute the temperature change for each absorbance interval 
Set any negative or zero value to a negligible value 
Find midpoint of absorbance intervals and compute sum and sum of 
Squares for the distribution of temperature increase against the 
Absorbance increase. Also compute the absorbance mean. 
SUMD=0 
SUMDT=0 
DO 15 1=2,NO 
P(I)=TEMP(I)-TEMP(I-1) 
IF (P(I).GT.O.O) GO TO 16 
P(I)=0.00001 
16 C0DE=C0D(I)-(C0D(I)-C0D(I-l))/2. 
SUMD=SUMD+P(I) 
15 SUMDT=Sl]MDT+P(I)*CODE 
DMEAN=SUMDT/SUMD 
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OD is not corrected for thermal expansion 
Find midpoint of absorbance intervals and compute sum and sum of 
Squares for the distribution of temperature increase against the 
Absorbance increase. Also compute the absorbance mean. 
SUMD1=0 
SUMDT1=0 
DO 17 1=2,NO ' 
0DE=0D(I)-(0D(I)-0D(I-l))/2. 
SUMD1=SUMD1+P(I) 
17 SUMDTl=StIMDTl+P(I)*ODE 
DMEAN1=SUMDT1/SUMDl 
Read output instructions 
Print values characterizing thermal transition of a sample 
Using absorbance values that have and have not been corrected 
For thermal expansion. 
NUTS=NUTS+1 
IF (NUTS-3) 157,158,157 
158 WRITE(8,150) (SOLVT(I),1=1,12) 
NUTS=1 
157 WRITE (8,151) ID(N) 
151 FORINT (//41X,33HCHARACTERISTICS OF DETERMINATION , 13/) 
IF (NOTEMP.GT.O) WRITE (8,159) 
159 FORMAT (T42,'DATA ADJUSTED TO LOWER LIMIT OF 77.0') 
WRITE (8,152) 
152 FORMAT (T51,' MEAN'/TA7,' DENATURATION',T63,' MEDIAN',T76,'MEAN', 
1T88,' PERCENT'/T42 ' TM TEMPERATURE ABSORBANCE ABSORBANCE ', 
2'HYPERCHROMICITY'/) 
WRITE (8,153) TMl,TMEANl,ODTMl,DMEANl,HYPERl,TM(N) ,TMEAN(N) , 
lODTM, DMEAN,HYPER(N) 
153 FORMAT (T20,' UNCORRECTED VALUES',3X,F5.2,4X,F5.2,8X,F5.3,7X, 
1F5.3,10X,F5.2/T21,'CORRECTED VALUES',5X,F5.2,4X,F5.2,8X,F5.3,7X, 
2F5.3,10X,F5.2) 
WRITE (8,154) 
154 FORMAT (/4X,2(16X,'ACTUAL PERCENT CORRECTED PERCENT'), 
1/5X,2(15X,'OPTICAL ABSORBANCE OPTICAL ABSORBANCE'), 
2T11,'INITIAL',T69,'FINAL'/3X,2(4X,'TEMPERATURE DENSITY 
3'CHANGE DENSITY CHANGE')) 
l3=N0/2.+0.5 
WRITE (8,155) ((TEMP(I),OD(I),DIF(I),COD(I),FRAC(I), 
1I=J,N0,I3),J=1,I3) 
155 FORMAT ((3X,2(8X,F4.1,6X,F5.3,6X,F5.2,6X,F5.3,7X,F5.2))) 
Return and seek new sample ID number 
GO TO 1 
Summarize data from preceding series of samples 
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2 K=N-1 
L=N+1 
Determine means and their standard errors for values describing 
Transition curves of the preceding series of samples 
1009 CALL SUMARY (TM,K,L,N) 
CALL SUMARY(HYPER,K,L,N) 
CALL SUMARY(TMEAN,K,L.N) 
CALL SUMARY(STDEV,K,L,N) 
CALL SUMARY(SM3,K,L,N) 
CALL SUMARY(SM4,K,L,N) 
CALL SUMARY(GCTOT,K,L,N) 
Print values characterizing the thermal transition 
Of each sample. Also print mean and standard error 
Of each value for this series of samples. 
NOTHER = 0 
2002 IF (NOSPAC.EQ.l) WRITE (6,200) 
200 FORMAT ('1',T24,'CHARACTERISTICS OF THERMAL TRANSITIONS'//T16, 
1'OVERALL',T3 3,'MEAN 7T16, ' PERCENT',7X,'DENATURATION STANDARD', 
2T78,'PERCENT'/' DETERMINATION',TIB,'G+C,T26,'TM TEMPERATURE ', 
3'DEVIATION SKEWNESS KURTOSIS HYPERCHROMICITY'/) 
IF (NOSPAC.LE.O) WRITE (6,204) 
204 FORMAT (/T24,'CHARACTERISTICS OF THERMAL TRANSITIONS'//T16, 
1'OVERALL',T33,'MEAN'/T16,'PERCENT',7X,'DENATURATION STANDARD', 
2T78,'PERCENT'/' DETERMINATION',T18,'G+C',T26,'TM TEMPERATURE ', 
3'DEVIATION SKEWNESS KURTOSIS HYPERCHROMICITY'/) 
IF (NOSPAC) 206,207,206 
206 WRITE (6,201) (ID(I),GCTOT(I),TM(I),TMEAN(I),STDEV(I),SM3(I), 
2SM4(I) jHYPERd) ,I=1,K) 
201 FORMAT (6X,I3,7X,F5.2,3X,F5.2,3X,F5.2,7X,F5.2,6X,F5.2,4X,F5.2,9X, 
1F5.2) 
GO TO 205 
207 WRITE (6,208) (ID(I),GCTOT(I),TM(I),TMEAN(I),STDEV(I),SM3(I), 
2SM4(I),HYPER(I),1=1,K) 
208 FORMAT (6X,I3,7X,F5.2,3X,F5.2,3X,F5.2,7X,F5.2,6X,F5.2,4X,F5.2,9X, 
1F5.2/) 
205 WRITE (6,202) GCTOT(N), TM(N),TMEAN(N),STDEV(N),SM3(N),SM4(N), 
IHYPER(N) 
202 FORMAT (/6X,'MEANS',T17,F5,2,3X,F5.2,3X,F5.2,7X,F5.2,6X,F5.2,4X, 
1F5.2:9X,F5.2) 
WRITE (6,203) GCTOT(L), TM(L),TMEAN(L),STDEV(L),SM3(L),SM4(L), 
IHYPER(L) 
203 FORMAT (/3X,'STD ERRORS',T17,F5.2,3X,F5.2,3X,F5.2,7X,F5.2,6X,F5.2 
14X,F5.2,9X,F5.2) 
NOTHER = NOTHER + 1 
IF (NOTHER - 1) 2000, 2000, 2001 
2000 WRITE (6,109) (SOLVT(I),1=1,12) 
IF (NOTEMP.GT.O) WRITE (6,1500) 
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WRITE (6,209) (ID(I),I=L,K) 
209 FORMAT (T43,10I5) 
GO TO 2002 
2001 CONTINUE 
Check instruction, and either exit from program 
Or return to begin summary of a new series of samples 
GO TO 700 
1013 WRITE (6,300) 
300 FORMAT ('!') 
STOP 
END 
Subroutine for computing mean (VALUE-N) and then the 
Standard error (VALUE-L) for a series of K (=N-1) values 
SUBROUTINE SUMARY (VALUE,K,L.N) 
DIMENSION VALUE(60) 
SUM = 0. 
DO 1 I=1,K 
1 SUM=SUM+VALUE(I) 
VALUE(N)=SUM/K 
SUMDIF=0. 
DO 3 1=1,K 
DIF=VALUE(N)-VALUE(I) 
IF (DIF) 3,2,3 
2 DIF=0.001 
3 SUMDIF=SUMDIF+DIF**2 
AVE=SUMDIF/K 
VALUE(L)=SQRT(AVE) 
RETURN 
END 
